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Re: news release regarding pool vote
From: karen shaak (karenshaak@gmail.com)
Sent: Fri 5/17/13 9:50 AM
To: Maria Chamberlain (hermitanamaria@gmail.com)
Cc: Jean Salls (jean_salls2000@yahoo.com); Bob Peetz (rapeetz@gmail.com); Ed
(whshed@live.com); Suzy Palmer (suzypalmer1@me.com); Dan'l Jones (dan_serv@hotmail.com)
All,
Keep in mind. The press never uses a press release as an article. They use it to fact check and take quips
that are occasionally interesting. The Sound is kind of jumpy right now because they received a backlash
from ACBC members about the club either missing 13k in donations or the papers' misprint of the facts. As
such they are cautious. There is no mention yet of an article commitment.
k

On Fri, May 17, 2013 at 9:36 AM, Maria Chamberlain <hermitanamaria@gmail.com> wrote:
I say it is ready to go in the mail. No desperate it is factual.
Agree the information about the the loan is what is scaring the memebership.
To the press !
Maria

On Fri, May 17, 2013 at 7:46 AM, karen shaak <karenshaak@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi All,
I received another inquiry from Sound Press.
Suzy called and feels the release sounds 'desperate' and asked it not be sent. We
cannot be silent on this issue, it is our responsibility to respond.
I will remove the city limits notation, I can add more info about a loan but am
reluctant to hit that too hard. No member has contacted me personally or via the
website asking us to pursue a loan. Nine members have spoken out against it and
then there is the Nextdoor stuff.
So, last chance for constructive input. I need to respond today.
Karen
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On Thu, May 16, 2013 at 8:52 PM, Maria <hermitanamaria@gmail.com> wrote:
Most informative, I like to suggest the insertion of Suzie'd
clarification, "than a Loan will be consider only with the general
membership approval"
( am I missing it ? ) sense that seems to be why they're must
concern.
Maria
Sent from my iPhone
On May 16, 2013, at 18:32, karen shaak
<karenshaak@gmail.com> wrote:
> hi all,
>
> please let me know if you have any issues with this news release.
it will be posted on the site and sent to the sound publications who
have an interest in the pool vote
>
> karen
> <News Release May 2013.doc>
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